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Rain-soaked ballots
slow vote counti.ng

Joe Ceverena

UNDER THE WEATHER: Two poll workers in the ASUNM senatorial election got caught in a
sudden downpour Wednesday. The poll, located outside of La Posda, was moved to a drier
spot after being closed for about an hour. Several other polling places were temporarily
closed due to the rain.

Spy for Soviets pleads guilty
LONDON - A British spy
pleaded guilty Wednesday to pro·
viding the Soviet Union with top
U.S. and British secrets "of an exceptionally grave nature'' for more
than a decade and was sentenced to
35 years in prison.
Geoffrey A. Prime, 44, got three
more years for indecent assault
against three young girls - the sex
charges that tripped him up.

"By your treachery," Lord Chief
Justice Lord Geoffrey D. Lane told
Prime; "you have done incalcuable
harm to the interests and security of
this country and the interests and
security of our friends and allies."
So important was the case that
Lane himselfpresided·in the historic
Old Bailey courtroom and the prosecutor was the attorney general, Sir
Michael Havers. The entire trial-

by Dennis Pohlman
Rain probably caused a lower
turnout in Wednesday's ASUNM
senate election, and counting rainsoaked ballots by hand delayed the
final tabulation by at least an hour,
according to Karen Gallegos,
ASUNM attorney general.
The final count, completed at about II :30 p.m. Wednesday, showed
1,680 ballots were cast in what
ASUNM President Michael Gallegos called "only average" turnout.
The election produced few surprises, except that no write-in votes
were cast and there was a dead tie
between two of the candidates winning full-term senate seats.
The winners, as listed by the official ASUNM Election Commission
figures in the order of their finish
were: Jose Campos, first with 722
votes; Richard L. Martinez, second
with 693; Marco Rubin third with
663; Ron Pacheco and Devin Warwick tied at 650 apiece in fourth
place; Eugene Moffett sixth with
618.

Leticia Castcneda finished
seventh with 604 votes; Didra Franco was eighth with 599; Jerry Hartsome of it so sensitive the court was barger was ninth with 588; Michael
cleared - lasted less than two Griego was tenth to take the last fullhours.
term position with 579.
"I don't think ifs possible to exThe new JiaJf-term senators arc
aggerate the damage he has done," LuAnne Aragon, with 550 votes and
said former Foreign Secretary David David Reynolds, who snagged the
Owen. "This will damage our rela- final open spot with 482.
tions with the United States."
The minority coalition, which enHavers sketched a spy story pack- dorsed 11 candidates, placed eight
ed with ''the indispensable tools of a of them in the senate. Only Sammy
continuN on JMge 2 Assed, John Krist and Johnnie Vigil

failed to find spots in the new senate,
although Assed came within 50 tallies of victory.
Several of the winners can thank
engineering students for providing
the winning margin. Martinez got
roughly a quarter of his total from his
fellow engineering students, and engineering students also turned out in
force for electrical engineering major Rubin,
Dormitory residents as well made
a big difference for Hokona resident
Rubin, and provided enough votes
for several of the losing candidates
that were dorm residents to keep
them close, particularly Lou Diaz,
who ended with 390 votes.
Negative name recognition may
have been a factor in sinking "nothing to hide'' candidate Kevin
Bersell, who finished seventeenth
among the 20 candidates who remained on Wednesday's ballot, and
Student Publications Board member
Ward B. Hurlburt, in the spotlight
during recent turmoil over this same
Daily Lobo, finished last.
All things considered, ASUNM
attorney general Gallegos thought
the election had gone very smoothly. She said changes in the election
code had made a significant difference in identifying violations of the
code, and .had made for a cleaner
election.
Tabulating of the ballots, done by
computer, was seliousiy hampered
by the delay in drying the wet ballots, particularly those from the La
Posada Dining Hall, Marron Hall
and bus stop polling places.

Vietnam veteran carves
memory of pain, agony
By Jell' Alexander
Jorge Lovato wanted to go back to
the real world. His life as a medic in
Vietnam did not exist he felt, and he
yearned to return to reality.
"I can't count the number of people I saw die. I won't allow my mind
to look back" on some events,
Lovato said, recalling the time he
spent on a hospital ship, the USS
Sanctuary, off the coast of South
Vietnam.
Lovato worked a year and a half
on that ship, usually 16 hours a day,
he said. "We were never really off
work, even when we slept we were
kind of on duty."
When Lovato returned to the
states after his Vietnam tour, he de-

cided to study art at UNM because
"it's peaceful- different from
war. A lot of images have stuck in
me,'' from my experiences while in
Vietnam he said. Lovato, now 32
years old, said occasionally scenes
from the ship will flash through his
mind, painfully reminding him of
the waste of life he witnessed during
the war.
Lovato said one image from the
war remains etched vividly in his
memory - the ima,ge of a soldier
named John Milchamp, whose feet
were blown off by a land mine. Milchamp also suffered massive injuries to his head and multiple bone
fractures.
Lovato has reproduced that image

contlnuN on ,.,. f

Veterans Day to commemorate
Vietnam vets in Albuquerque
By. Dennis Pohlman
They are in Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Tucumcari, Santa Rosa, Espanola - everywhere .._ marked by
white crosses and six-pointed stars,
by bronze plaques and massive marble tombs. They are the war dead
New Mexico has given up so readily
in two world wars, and in Korea and
Vietnam.
New Mexicans were quick to
volunteer in World War I, though
New Mexico had been a state for a
scant four y~ars. They volunteered
in the highest numbers per capita in
the nation when the horror of the

Bataan Death March, involving
some 1,800 fellow New Mexicans,
became known. They fought on the
frozen hills of Korea. In Vietnam,
there were more per capita draftees
from New Mexico than from any
other state. Only Tennessee and
West Virginia paid a higher price in
percentage of dead and missing.
Today marks Veterans' Day
across the country, and in New Mexico many wreaths will' be laid and
many fallen heroes will be remembered - for New Mexico also is
home to many living veterans.
Many vets will participate in a

11
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Federal judge halts drilling at Salt Creek preserve
U.S. DistricO udge Juan Burciaga
scheduled a 9 a.m. hearing Friday
on the government's request for a
preliminary injunction that would
further prohibit the oil company
from drilling a natural gas well at the
8,500-acre wilderness site.
Late Wednesday, U.S. marshals
were en route to the site to serve the
oil company officials with the temporary restraining order.
Although that order prohibited
further drilling, it did allow Yates to
keep minimum personnel at the site
to maintain the bore hole at its present status, pending a hearing, said
Tom Smylie, spokesman for the

ALBUQUERQUE - A federal
judge Wednesday issued a temporary restraining order against the
Yates Petroleum Corporation of
Artesia, halting further drilling at
the Salt Creek Wilderness federal
preserve ncar Roswe!.l.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service made preparations
for an emergency closure of the
wilderness area at 9 a.m. Thursday.
Spokesman Tom Smylie of A!buquerque said the wilderness would
be shut down to the public, protesters, "everybody except for Yates's
minimum crew and Fish and Wildlife Service people."

Drink sales on Sunday
soon will be history
Romero also said Sunday sales
permits issued for the license
year July I, 1982 through June
30, 1983 will be invalid in the
affected areas when the election
results are officially canvassed.
Those counties that outlawed
Sunday sales arc: Catron,
Chavez, Cibola, DeBaca, Eddy,
Harding, Lea, McKinley, Quay,
San Juan, San Miguel, Torrance,
Union and Valencia.
The communities of Clovis
and Portales also outlawed Sunday sales. The counties in which
those two cities are located Curry and Roosevelt - prohibited the sale of alcohol before
the election.

SANTA FE - Drinkers in 14 of
New Mexico's 33 counties, plus
two of its cities, have two more
Sundays to enjoy alcohol-laden
drinks in local tavcms and restaurants, says Liquor Director
John Romero.
After Nov. 23 - the day the
Secretary of State certifies theresults of the Nov. 2 election alcoholic drinks will be prohibited in those counties and cites
on Sundays. Romero said.
Until that time, Romero said,
the sale of liquor by the drink will
still be legal in those areas that
voted against continuing the Sunday-sales practice.

J

all action on pending permits.
That left the oil company in the
position of having to defy the government, or see its lease terminate
without the initiation of drilling.
Burciaga grunted the restruining
order Wednesday after the government argued that to allow Yat.es to
continue to drill would "cause immediate and irreparable injury, loss
or damage to the (U.S. government)
and to the public before a hearing
can be held on the plaintiffs motion

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
Albuquerque.
Yates began drilling at the Salt
Creek Wilderness site on Nov. I,
contending it had the right to subsurface minerals as a result of a 10ycar lease. it had signed with the state
of New Mexico on Nov. I, 1972.
The oil company had sought a
permit to drill in the wilderness in
September, but an October directi vc
from Interior Secretary James Watt
ordered government officials to halt

Landing change probable as shuttle
prepares for first commercial takeoff
flights by 1986 or 1987.
The flight is America's first with a
four-man crew and the first without
any provision for the astronauts to
escape a launch catastrophe. Columbia has two ejection seats, but
both have been deactivated because
there is a four-man crew this time.
Officials predicted good weather
Thursday for the launch site. They
said the key weather question was
whether early•moming winds might
kick up too much dust at White
Sands, the main site for an emergency landing Thursday, making Cape
Canaveral the site for ari early return
instead.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. Officials Wednesday declared the
countdown for a Veterans' Day
launch ·Of America's first commercial space shuttle flight the smoothest yet but said California rains may
force a change in landing plans.
Liftoff time for the $250 million
mission, the fifth for the space
freighter Columbia, was 7:19p.m.
EST Thursday.
Astronauts Vance D. Brand,
Robert F. Overmyer, Joseph P.
Allen and William B. Lenoir were
primed to launch one unmanned
communications satellite from the
orbiting shuttle's cargo hold at 3:17
p.m. Thursday, launch another one
Friday afternoon and conduct a
spacewalk three times around the
globe Sunday.
Although officials called this mission "a loss-leader," with the
paying cargo offsetting only 7 percent of the flight cost, they said it
opens an era in which commercial
users will pay all costs of shuttle

Sale

continued from page 1
modem spy" -code pads, a briefcase with a concealed compartment,
"dead letter drops," radios and
minature cameras, secret writing

$72.00
HP-tlCV Handheld Computer with 5x Memory of
HP-41C
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equipment and microdot material.
Prime operated under the code-name
"Roland."
"It is the prosecution's case that
for 14 years the defendant was in
persistent communication with the
Russians, the information he provided reaching an exceptionally
grave nature," Havers said.
Prime's spying was discovered by
accident- a matter of deep embarrassment to the British government.
After his arrest on sex charges involving three young girls he confessed his sexual transgressions and his
spying to his second wife Rhona,
37. She went to police with all the
spy paraphernalia she found under
their bed.
Prime, a Russian language specialist, was a government translator
for nine years. Jn 1976·77, he worked at the Government Communications Headquarters in Cheltenham,
Britain's top secret electronic intelligence base, which shares its secrets
with the United States.
The court was cleared while Lord
Lane was told what secrets Prime
gave the Russians in London, East
Berlin, Potsdam, East Gennany and
Vienna between 1968 and the end of
last year.
On one occasion alone, Havers
said, Prime gave the Russians "I 5
rolls of film, amounting to approximately 500 photographs of topsecret documents."

Class
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A small change in plans for the
flight's normal return to Earth Nov.
16, however, appeared all but certain.
Air Force Lt·. Col. James Moore
said the desert lakebed at Edwards
Air Force Base, Calif., had been
turned to mud by one and twelvehundredths of an inch of rain late
Tuesday and early Wednesday, virtually ruling out the planned lake bed
landing.
Officials· said the second choice
for a normal landing would be thr,
concrete runway at Edwards, where
the Columbia landed on its last flight
July 4.

Spy-----

HP-IOC Scientific
Calculator

•

for preliminary injunctive relief."
Meanwhile, a group of environmentalist protesters blocked the access leading to the rig site, draping
an American flag across the dirt
ro.ad.
Chaves County Sheriff Billy V.
Carpenter said a group of Yates
workers drove up the road to the
protesters' blockade late Wednesday, but parked their vehicle and
walked the few remaining hundred
yards to the site.

Videotape on choking
wins in pediatric exhibit
By Kent Kullby

bronchoscope consists of a long narrow rod containing a thin telescope
A UNM produced videotape tak. for her to spot the object, an optic
ing the viewer down the wind pipes fiber to provide light in the passageof a monkey to dislodge peanuts, ways and an instrument to remove
sunflower seeds and stones, which objects. Using laboratory monkeys
.can also get caught in a child's lung obtained from the psychology depassages, won first place as the best partment, Kosloske and the Biomepediatric exhibit of the year at the dical Communications department
annual American Academy of taped the procedure through the telePediatrics Conference in New York scope.
City last month.
To remov.e spherical objects like
the doctor uses an instrupeanuts
The videotape, "Bronchoscopic
Techniques for Elltraction of Fore- ment called the Fogarty Balloon.
ign Bodies in Children," was Deflated, the balloon slips past the
directed by Dr. Ann Kosloske, peanut. Inflated the balloon pins the
director of pediatric surgery at UNM peanut to the rod, allowing the docHospital, and produced by the UNM tor to extract the peanut as she reBiomedical Communications De- moves the bronchoscope.
For flat objects, like sunflower
partment.
seeds,
small forceps arc used in
''Accidently drawing objects into
the lungs usually occurs in young place of the balloon. When a sharp
children who are not so well coor- object like a screw or stone gets
dinated between their breathing and caught, the doctor will use a Dar·
mier Basket in place of the forceps.
swallowing," Kosloske said.
The Dormier Basket is a series of
She said parents should I)Ot let slender wires that the doctor pushes
their kids eat peanuts until they are out of its sheath when the object is
older because peanuts seem to be the located. The wires flare out around
easiest object to draw into the lungs. the sharp object to protect the inner
Kosloske explains and demons- lining of the trachea from the sharp
trates three techniques for dislodg- edges as the doctor extracts the obing objects caught in the lung pas- ject. ·
"The extraction procedure is an
sages during the videotape.
The doctor uses a bronchoscope art. It takes extra practice and spefor the extraction procedure. The cial instruments," .Kosloske said.

ASA convention in D.C.
tops ASUNM trip costs
By Ramona Nye

A 1982 trip made by five
ASUNM executive officers and
eight ASUNM senators to the
Associated Students of America
convention .!n Washington D.C. led
in student travel allocations with the
appropriation of $4,755.
The 13 studentgovernmentrepresentatives paid their own food and
hotel expenses, while the $125 ASA
registration fee and $210 airline
tickets were paid by ASUNM for
each delegate. Senator Kim Roger's
$95 hotel bill was also paid by the
travel bill, because she purchased
her own airline ticket.
The bills appropriating the convcntion money, was passed by the
senate July 16, 1982, apprmdmately
one week before the July 23 to 27
convention.
Information gathered at the ASA
convention included, alternative
sources for financial aid, a tuition
advance fund and a student "supercard" discount program. Students
with "super-cards" are eligible for ·
discounts at local businesses. A bill
bringing "super-cards" to UNM
students will be introduced to the
ASUNM senate, Danny Ortiz,
ASUNM senator and convention
participant, said.
UNM delegates also received
N.M. Sen. Manuel Lujan's commit·
ments on the following: not supporting national student financial aid
cuts; supporting $5 million state
work-study bill and student_ Voting
membership on the New Mexico's

Board of Educational Finance.
Jn 1981 the convention trip cost
ASUNM$1030.80- some$3,700
less than. the 1982 trip. Five
ASUNM delegates attended the
1981 convention compared to the 13
who attended this year's convenlion.
While UNM's delegation to the
convention seemed large, Ortiz
said, ASUNM sent an equal amount
of representatives proportionately to
the student population.
According to Ortiz' senate files,
travel appropriations under Gallegos' administration for other student
organizations include:
$600 to Omega Psi Phi for transportation and registration fee at a
regional convention in Kansas Cjty,
Mo.
$250 to Delta Sigma Phi for registration fees at regional convention
in Tuscan, Ariz. ·
$160 to ASME conference registration
$106.25 to MECHA travel expenses.
$100 to UNM Chinese StUdent
Association for a Taiwan dance
group's travel expenses in Albuquerque.
$90 to the Inter-Fraternity Council registration fees at a Dallas convention.
$65 to AIAA, for conference registration fees and field trips.
$40 to Student Nursing Associalion convention fees.
The sports funding board also reccived $1,593 for team travel and
invitational fees.

Phil Glass

WIRE BASKET developed by Ann Koslosle, of the UNM Medical School will save the lives of
many children who have foriegn objects lodged in their bronchial tubes.
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Editorial

Letters

Review throws punches before failing?

Regime represses its people

It has been about a month
since the University community
was introduced to The University
Review of New Mexico-a newspaper which has dubbed itself
"The Conservative Voice of the
Southwest."
UNM has seen two editions of
this fortnightly publication. Thus
far, they have been two disappointing editions.
What could have served as a
valid source of information has
proven to be a futile effort at sensationalism.
Probably, the founders of this
publication initially Intended
well. There is nothing wrong
with the desire to make known
the ideals and philosophy of conservatism. UNM leans toward
the left of the political spectrum

and it can't hurt to be exposed to
a different point of view.
However, such is notthe case
with the Review. Its founders
have become so caught up with
in-house squabbles, they have
forgotten their original purpose.
Mistrust and tiffs among Review staff members have
reached the point of absurdity,
and it looks like one or more staff
members will soon be asked to
resign.
The rivalry between staffers
threatens the paper's existence;
no one can agree on the paper's
purpose. Since the November
General Election is over, the possibility of becoming another defunct tabloid now looms ominously ahead. Each VIP atthe Review is scrambling to get his last

punches in before insolvency
occurs. And it shows.
News stories are routinely
laced with vicious opinion, sacrificing any shred of credibility the
paper may ever have had. This
mixing of editorial and news
clearly highlights malicious personal biases rather than drawing
attention to a legitimate conservative cause.
Case in point: In its most recent edition, the Review reported
that a small amount of money
was allocated to the Gay/lesbian
Student Union.
In the news story, the Review
took the liberty of calling gays
"H-mos." If that were not
enough, the article wound up
comparing gays to people who
would practice bestiality. Such a

Editor:

story is neither newsreporting
nor does it spread the good word
of conservatism. The story contains an extremist, personal
viewpoint that should run in a
section of the paper explicitly titled editoriaL
Examples like this abound between the pages of this publication.
If the Review is to continue, its
founders must become responsible. Unattributed opinion
must be kept out of news stories.
The paper's editors and reporters must learn that to throw
sticks and stones in the name of
conservatism simply will not do.
Review, the community is
watching. And the public is
suspicious of anything appearing to be born of retribution,
spite or malice.

More than three years have
passed since the regime of the
Islamic Republic seized power
on Feb. 10, 1979. From the very
!irst d~y~ ~fits rule, the new regrme Initiated a systematic
attempt to suppress the rights of
the Iranian people. The villages
of Kurdestan were bombed
while the toilers of Turkaman
Sahra, Baluchestan, Khouzestan
and other parts of Iran were
attacked and brutally massacred.
Universities were closed down
while strikes and protests staged
by the masses were met with
gunfire and organized mob
attacks.• These are but a few of
the brutal crimes committed by
the regime of the Islamic Repub-

Letters---------------------------------------Palestinians look to Arafat
Editor:
I read your article about Kenneth Jacobson of the AntiDefamation League (11/02/82).
Mr. Jacobson indulges in several
false and misleading statements
regarding the recent events in
lebanon.
He says that the PLO is not the
true voice for the Palestinian
people. The fact is the majority of
Palestinians throughout the
world look to Yassir Arafat and
the PLO for leadership. He
speaks of "diplomatic initiatives
opened during the Beirut seige"

DOONESBURY

by Israel, yet implies that all the
PLO has offered has been "a policy of terrorist action.'' He states
that the Israelis are seen as liberators by the Lebanese people. I
challenge Mr. Jacobson, or any
other expert, to take a survey of
the survivors in Beirut and to
show that most of them see the
Israelis as liberators. He also
says we Americans should be
thankful that Israel is our ally,
never mind that this ally conducts its policy without regard
for our own, and blatantly defies
the express wishes of our president.

Segregate pedestrians,
bicyclists and drivers!

Finally, Mr. Jacobson asserts
that news was censored by the
PLO to the discredit of the
Israelis. Anyone who watched Editor:
the evening news saw repeatedI think that bicylists should not
ly that it was the Israeli military
that engaged in vast censorship ride with pedestrians. But the
of the news coming out of argument is not safety as it is for
bicylists riding with cars, but
Lebanon.
It is obvious that Jacobson is rather the argument is for connot speaking the truth. He is dis- venience. It is an inconvenience
torting it in favor of his own par- for unsuspecting pedestrians to
be swooshed past by a bicyclist.
ticular interests.
In fact, some pedestrians panic.
Sincerely, It is an inconvenience for bicylcists, as well as pedestrians, to
Darwin J. Brown have to deal with pedestrians
who walk three abroad, hogging

by Garry Trudeau

the sidewalk, and with pedestrians who don't follow a general
rule of going to the right. It is also
an inconvenience to ride on the
r.oads to get around campus.
Bicyclists should not ride with
motor vehicles either. Their
chance of survival is fatally less
than riding with pedestrians.
However, there are more rules
and therefore predictability on
the road, As bicyclists need to be
aware of drivers to survive, so
should pedestrians be aware of
bicyclists. Also, drivers should
be aware of riders as riders
should be aware of pedestrians.
However, normative discussion is not a solution. It is merely
an opinion. What is a solution is a
further segregation of pedestrians, bicyclists and drivers by
installing bikeways. These have
been successfully installed
across the county. Putting bikeways along roads and pedestrian
pathways is an effective compromise.
Maria Pedrotty
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lie against the people of Iran.
The following figures describe
in even more explicitterms these
inhuman atrocities:
- Due to the reactionary war
between Iran and Iraq, over 2
million people were made homeless and an additional 200,000
were killed.
-As of last count, there are
40,000 political prisoners while
at least 20,000 have already been
executed.
-Shortages of food and
other basic necessities along
with high inflation and a 35 percent unemployment rate impose
severe hardships on the Iranian
people.
-The daily lives of women
have been further restricted due
to the repressive measures im-

posed on them within the realm
of marriage and the family.
Among the areas from which
women have been banned are
university education and certain
occupations.
Ev.en with all these brutal atrocities, the Iranian people still
continue their long struggle for
emancipation I
Hossein Kermani
EDITOR'S NOTE: The writer submitted this letter, which is a flyer
circulating on campus, as his
own because it reflects his
opinion.

Student Union director
cutting student voice
Editor:
It is obvious that Student Union Director Cliff Holt is pursuing
policies that have resulted in the
virtual elimination of the student's voice in determining usage of SUB facilities. On most
campuses the campus union is
the hub of university life; at
UNM, itis used more by outsiders than by those whose fees are
paying the bills. Holt has taken
SUB programming from the
hands ofstudents and given it to
a bureaucrat whose stewardship
has already seen the Subway
Station join the list of the many
other SUB facilities that see limited or sporadic use. One must
ask, "Why is this facility not
being used by student organizalions?" The answer is simple;
even while it was functional, the
Subway Station's availability to
campus groups was severely limited. One must add that up until its closure, its revenues were
downfromthoseof1981-82.0ne
must question the wisdom of re·
placing last year's student prog·
rammers with SUB Recreation
Director Beth Wilson (a transfer
from the intramurals department).
The Union Ballroom, too, is
used more for other purposes
than by student groups. Historically, Holt has explained Union
losses by stating that the SUB is
a student service not a moneymaking concern. Outside of deficit-justification time, Holt has
opted fort he bottom line instead
of benefiting the students. He
has utilized his power to cripple
the ASUNM entertainment committees, by charging draconian
tents and denying access to facilities. Since his accession, he has
increased the rent charged the
film committee 250 percent,
while forcing the ASUNM Film
Committee to pay more per hour
for projectionists than he pays
them. Holt, as well, refuses to
share concession revenues with
the film committee (the major revenue source for commercial

theatres) and has refused to
allow the film committee to use
the concession stands on the
many nights he fails to staff it. It
is obvious that Holt and Wilson
wish to remove the SUB Theatre
from the control of students and
have engaged in unfair tactics to
do that.
It should be mentioned that
the Holt Summer Film Program
this year was a dismal failure
compared to the performance of
the 1981 Summer Program and
both last year's and this year's
film committees. There is no evi·
dence that under year-long SUB
. management, the theatre will
avoid the Subway Station's fate.
SUB price·gouging is not li·
mited to campus organizations;
it is part of the daily life of UNM
students. One must ask why
prices at the Mercado and SUB
food outlets are usually higher
than those of commercial outlets. It seems incongruous that
students should be charged
more at a store subsidized with
fees than at commercial outlets.
It is odd that while SUB catering
is open to serve off-campus
groups during the evening, the
many students that attend at
night must go elsewhere to buy a
decent, hot meal. The kitchen for
students closes before 4 p.m. another example of Holt·era service curtailments.
One can only question a management style that curtails services to one's customers while 1
attempting to compete with bet·
ter equipped concerns for the
attention of the general public. It
is odd that given present trends,
students will have to go elsewhe"re to see movies, attend
dances, or eat after 4 p.m., and
will be compensated by the creation of a dinner theatre too expensive for many of them to
attend. It's doubtful thatthe publie wili either. But Holt, at least,
will have his wish: a student union that students won't ask to
use. He's on his way already.
Some student service.
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Parents in African nation use kids to get ahead
Hy Alison Lacy
Parents who send their children
away to be raised by another family
arc looked down on in American
~nl'icty, but child-fosterage in Sierra
Leone, West Africa, is u norm11l part

or ilk.

Anthropology Professor Carolyn
Bledsoe returned to UNM in Octoher following a 13-month study of
rhild fosterage in a rural community
m Sierra Leone.
Blcohoc, wHh grunts from both
the Ford-Rockefeller Foundati.ons
and the National Science Founda-

tion totalling$ 104,000, said she was
studying social mobility and how the
Mende people in cast Sierra Leone
usc their children to get uhead.
Parents send their children to people higher in status than themselves
to get their children ahead and cstabli~h links for themselves, Bledsoe
sui d.
"Despite ull recent (rural) development efforts, everybody is
trying to get out of the country and
into the city,'' she said, "This starts
early with the children."
The people try to establish patronclient tics through their children.

Covered
~agon

fvlakers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLDTOWN

FREE FILMS
Thursday 3:30pm Woodward Halll49
Classic Nazi propaganda film:

"Triumph of the Will" (1935)
I<'ilms open to all students, faculty
and staff of UNM.
Fumlcd by u grunt from the llN.\1 Foundation, Inc.

2 to 10-1
Go Lobos!

I

"The political climate (in Sierra
Leone) is so brittle (that) the only
way to survive is to have a patron,''
Bledsoe said.
People also seck upward social
mobility through education, she explained.
"Contrary to a lot of notions about primitives, the people are very
anxious to got their children educated -even abroad," she said,
"Education provides contacts that
children can usc in later life to provide support (for their parents)."
A negative aspect of child fosterage is that the kids are not treated as
well as the children from the house,
Bledsoe said. "But they (the foster
child ;tnd his/her family) arc willing
to pay the emotional and physical
costs in order to get a powerful person in the family."
Bledsoe lived in a large house in
Kenema, a town of about 4,000 people. She had 12 research assistants.
Kcncma is located in a diamond
mining area. Both her husband, who
assisted her in the research, and her
4-year-old son were with her.
Bledsoe's son attended a local
mission-run school, and Bledsoe
said the paramount chief of the area
got so fond of him, he paid their
son's school fees.
Sierra Leone is a small country on
the west coast of North Africa. The
Mende, who Bledsoe primarily studied, are the more traditional tribal
people in the country.
•'The people were tremendously
hospitable and very tolerant of our

Announcements In Lfp SCtvlct will be run the day
btjore the event Qnd rhe day of the event on a space
at•ollabfe basis. _Lip SrrVIce k avattabfe to all UNM
non-profil organl:tatiOns. Forms for Lip Serviet! can
bt picknl up in Ma"ofi Ha/11 room IJ8 and must be
turned ln by2 p.m. the day priortopubliaztlon.

Today's Events
The Commilidly lad RfJional Plannlnl Pro&i'lm
and lhe Mutrr or Arc:hlll!dul1! Proanm will present

Anita Htscnberg, Olrcctor of Planning, Department
of FinaflC'e and Admini!ittlllion, who will speak on
usuile Planning and State Planners-The New

Me_ll;ico Expttfence.. from J I a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
today at the Architecture Building, corner of Central
and Slanrord SE,. room 116. This is a part of the
brown baR lectures.

Get into Lobo spirit this Friday
night at Ned's. We'll be supporting
Lobo fans with our 50¢ draft picks
all night long. You can down one of our
hot dogs for another four bits.
So join us Friday night to drink to
the Lobos' victory!
4200 Central SE

The Waxon Whni1Square Dance Club meets every
Thursday at 1 p.m. in the SUB ballroom. No d·
petlence and no partr•ers required,

The Sanctuai'y AA Group will have a discussion
meeting rar alcoholks only at 12 noon today at the
Ncwmii.nCenter, ISIS LnsLomasNE.

the UNM Philosoph)" DtPtlrlnN!nt will present Dr,
John H. Harris, senior lecturer in mlllhemalics at the
University or Otego1 Dunedln1· New Zealand, who
wiH lecture oil "Comparing Theory with Rea1ily11
from l p.m. to 3:30. p.m. todny In _the Philosophy
Library, Humnnitles Bulfdfng, room 519.
The Hbp1nlt: EnJI11re1in1 OJ1tnlzallon will hold
Its third meeting at 7 p.m. 1oday in the Old Lecture
Hall. A representative frum Digital in Colctado
Springs will speak on eareer Opportunities. Special
t:fectiotJs tor a chairperson and two boatd members
will be held. AU engineering students ate invited to
aUcnd.
A C.rdl•c Puh-col'iary Resu~U•IIan Clt5!1 wlli be
htld from S p.m. to 9 p.m. today in the S1udent
Health Center. Registration Is required.

Theeeplaee
for.Lobo sphits.

Tamarind director named top 1982 administrator

Jce Cavaretta

CAROLYN BLEDSOE

strange customs and all our questions," Bledsoe said. She said
many people asked her how many
children she had and that it was
"almost inconceivable that l didn't
have other kids in different homes."
Bledsoe will publish the results of

her work in several articles and
books. She said her study will add a
great deal to her teaching in undergraduate classes, and that she will
also teach a research methods course
next semester on what she did in
Sierra Leone.

·Nann----------------------continued from page 1
in the form of a wood carving, titled
"A Day in the Life of John Milchamp.''
In the carving, Lovato is the lead
medic carrying Milchamp's mangled body on the litter, he explained.
To add realism to his carving, Lovato placed blood - that of his
own - on the Jitter's canvas.
"I don't know where he (Milchamp) is, or if he is even still

The Nath·e Amtrltari tflrlstlari FelloWship will
m~ct prese"t Or. Jame!l Small who wnl speak em
11
The Unlv~:uity Students In lhe bible 11 nt 7 p.m.
today ·in the SUB; room tjo . Open 10 the pUblic.
More infotn11i.tion is available fr<lm tony Begay ·nt
255·5412.

alive," Lovato said, "1 could have
been him - my brother was him,"
he said of his brother Rod, who is a
disabled Vietnam veteran.
Lovato said his carving shows the
pain that Milchamp endured, like so
many thousands of others who were
maimed, crippled or paralyzed, The
carving of Milchamp, Lovato explained, is the "prototype of any
veteran that was injured in Vietnam,
and it shows the futility of the Viet-

The'fulorlal Ctnter'!l hours are: Monda)'-IOa.m,
to 12:50 p.m. and S p.m. to 6:$0 p.m., Tuesda)'-3
p.m. to l:JO p.m., Wednesday-!l p.m. oo 3:l0
p.m., Thursday-3 p.m. to 6:30p.m. Md Friday-tO

a.m. to 11:30a.m.
SOLAS, the Student Organization for Latin

American Subjects, will sponsor a brown bag Jun-.
chcon presentations attl:30 a.m. today at the Latin
American Institute, 801 Yale NE. Karen CanfieldwiU
Jfrcscnl _''Porfiriavo Casas COrreclonales,'" and
Harriet McQuade will preseni 1"A Case Study of the
Mano and Mctale Industry."'

Friday's Events
Proreaors florenu· Rlr~lhaupl·B•r•tn 1rtd
RoMi1 L. Car1115(01 rtprestntlnlt ArizOna •Slate
Unfvmlly, will be on campus rrom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Friday in the SUB, table 1. They will be available 10
meet with studcnu In order 10 provide Jn(otmation
aboot graduate programs and proressional opportunilld atASU.
The Deparlmtnl o_r Chcml!llry CoHoqulum will
present Professor t.. J, Kline-love, from Seton Hall
Univeuit~~ Who will speak on 11 Michelle-Mediated
Liq~id Chromatogrphy and Lurninc:sr::ence Spectroscopy" n(j p.m. ~rlday, Nov, 12.
The: Ph_lto~ophy Club wlll prcse11t Or. John 1-i
Harris, .senior Lecturer in Mnthcmutics at th~

tlniv_crsily _of Otego1 Duncdln 1 New Zealand, who
wll!_spc:'",~ on ''What's so Logical About the 'logitai
Ax10ms _ from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. Friday in the
Philosophy library, Humanities Building, 519.
The Presl~erltlat_ Scholars Ciub has changed the

IOCdion Of th~ _'Pitta Part-y to Pistol (Jete's on San
M~teo and Can~tleria. The party begins at 6:30p.m,
F~1day. Persons who need a rfdc are meeting at the
H(Jnors Center at 6!15 p~m. More information Is

liYailable from Kathy nf 262·0947 after S p.tn,

Tht- UNM. B1llroom D1nre Club Will tn~et from

J:JO p.m. lo9;JO p.m. Ftiday.

_O~ga Psi J.'hl will hnve an "After the Oame
Dance" from thlO p.m. to 1 n.m, Friday in the
~~~ellat"._ Admission is $2 per pers~n, The dance is
be1rtg prcs~nl_ed by the tampados Club oF the Omegn
t:'sl Phi Frntemlty.

The KIVa Club Invites all lndiBh students td attend
their meeHns at (i p.m. today-at the Native American
Studies Center.

.An Orfent•Uon 1o Career Pl1nlllntt and Placement
W1.11 be hcl~ from- 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Friday in the
Career Sctvlccs Center, Mesa Vflitn, room 2131.

UNM \'oiinl, Rtpubllnn!l. will meet at 1:Jo· p.m.
today in the SUD 1 room 253. A .li!est speaker Will
discu~s the ttslllu ot the reCent natiortal and local

Alphl Phi ~m-ega will have a ''hay Folding Pnrtyi'
tit 6 P·f!l· Friday_ Ill Dan Buller's Bpartmeiit, 1100
ConsUttUion. More lnrormBtlon Is ilvoilable at 2660649.

elections~

~82

nam War."
As a veteran himself, Lovato said
he feels alienated as a result of the
American public's nonresponse to
the men who fought in Vietnam. Because of this, Lovato said he's confused about his feelings.
"As veterans, we've done all
these things (military service) for the
country ..•. and now we're getting
all the flack. I didn't lose the war, I
worked as hard as I could."
Instead of flack, he said it would
be nice to receive some recognition
for his military service.
Lovato recalled a veteran's assistance check he once received. The
back of the check read, "Thank a
veteran."
Lovato shrugged and said, "I
wish somebody would."

Vets-continued from page 1
special parade scheduled for 10 a.m.
from Kathryn and San Mateo Avenues S.E. to the Albuquerque Veterans' Hospital at Sun Mateo Avenue
and Gibson Boulevard S.E.
This week also has been named
Vietnam Veterans Awareness Week
by President Reagan and Gov. King.
To honor all veterans and Vietnam
veterans, a candlt:light vigil is set for
6 p.m. in Old Town Plaza, according to Pepe Ugarte, president of the
UNM Student Veterans Association.
Tino Zamora from the Vietnam
Veterans Leadership Program will
give an opening statement, followed
by a proclamation by Albuquerque
Mayor Harry Kinney. Leonard
Channel, coordinator of veterans
affairs at UNM and Henry Racl of
the Order of the Purple Hearts will
also speak, Ugarte said.
Father John Roybal of St. Charles
Parish will give the invocation. He
will then light a large blessed candle
which will be used io light luminarias for each of the 453 New Mexicans killed and the 20 New Mexicans still listed as missing in action
in Southeast Asia. The names of all
these men and women will be read as
the luminarias are lit, Ugarte said.
Chapter 32 of the Disabled American Veterans will have a table in the
SUB all week, asking for donations
in exchange for forget-me-not pins.
Funds collected will benefit disabled
veterans, Ugarte said.

Clinton Adams, UNM art professor. director of the Tamarind Institute and former dean ofUNM's College of Fine Arts, has been named
Art Administrator of the Year by the
National Council of ArtAdministrators.
He will receive the prestigious
award tomorrow night, during the
council's lOth banquet at Colorado
State University in Denver,
Presenting the award to Adams
will be council board member Roger
des Rosiers, dean of the School of
Fine Arts at Washington University
in St, Louis and a former student of
Adams'.
Des Rosiers, who nominated
Adams for the citation, explained
that the award is presented to "an
individual who has made a significant contribution to the field of art,
especially visual art, through a role
in higher education."
Des Rosiers pointed to three
reasons for selecting Adams as the
1982 recipient of the award: his "extraordinary work as an artist,'' his
"leadership role in bringing
lithography to a position of importance" and his "enormous aesthetic
and technical contributions to
lithography in New Mexico."
A noted lithographer and painter,
Adams has presented numerous art
exhibitions and lectures on his craft
throughout the country. His 'art work
is included in many public collections.
Since joining the UNM art faculty
in 1961, Adams has served the University in a number of administrative
capacities including acting associate
provost and dean of faculties, dean
of the College of Fine Arts for 15
years and director and co-founder of

UNM's Tamarind Institute of
lithography.
He previously served on the faculty of the University of California at
Los Angeles, the University of Kentucky and the University of Florida
in Gainesville, Fla., where he was
chairman of the art department.
A member of many professional
organizations, Adams was recently

CLINTON ADAMS

Directory assistance
for the disabled is
priceless information.
At Mountain Bell, we know that using the phone
book can be difficult for many people with visual and
physical disabilities. And that its easier for them to
call us for information. So we'd like to help.
If you, or someone you know, has a special
problem that limits your ability to use the phone book,
you don't have to pay for directory assistance. You can
call us as often as you need to, free of charge. Without
paying the 20¢ per call other customers are charged
after their first three calls.
just call your Mountain Bell service center.
Or call, toll-free, the Thlecommunications Center for
Disabled Customers any weekday from 8:30a.m. to
5:30p.m. (The numbers are listed below.) We'll send
you an exemption form that you should have filled
out and certified by either a doctor, social worker, or
a representative from the Association of the Blind.
Then, mail the form to the service center, and you'll
get an exemption on your directory assistance charges.
Information is valuable to everyone. But if you
have a phone disability, it can be priceless. B~cause its
so important to your life. And its free.
Telecommunications Center for Disabled Customers.
1·800-525-3156-Voice
1-800-525-6028-TTY

Fortbewayyou live.
@
Mountain Bell

appointed to the board of directors of
the Mid-American College Art
Association for 1981-82.
He has written numerous articles
on art, printing and lithography, and
is co-author of a textbook, "The
Tamarind Book of Lithography: Art
and Technique,"
. Adams recently finished writing
another book, ''American Lithogra.

phy, 1900·1960: The Artists and
Their Printers," which is scheduled
to be published in 1983.
As an art profe:!J;or, Adams has
influenced the careers of many students. His fanner student, Roger des
Rosiers, claims Adams as one of the
two most influential mentors in his

career as a student and professional.
"Early in my fonnativc years,"
des Rosiers said, "He became a
model for me. I greatly admired his
work." Because of Adams' influence, des Rosiers said he chose to
spcciulze in painting and printmaking.

Potter show at Maxwell
Jemez Pueblo potters Maxine R. come very popular. By the late
Toy a and her mother Marie G. 1970s, potters in ne&rly every puebRomero will give a free public de- lo were making nativity sets."
monstration on the art of clay figure
She said Jemez has traditiomdly
nativity-making Nov, 14 from l to 5 been known for its poster-painted,
p.m. at UNM's Maxwell Museum tourist pottery, but a renaissance in
of Anthropology.
pottery- making bas occurred there,
The potters have become well partly because of the influence of the
known for their nativities, storytel- Gachupin family, which has created
lers, wedding vases and other clay a distinctive new style of pottery that
figures. The two will be available to has been adopted by others,
answer questions during the demonThe nativity-making demonstrastration, and samples of their
tion
is part of a continuing series of
artwork will be for sale.
public
activities at the museum. The
Linda Bahm, Maxwell assistant
director, said Romero was one of the next event will be a Nov. 17 lecture
first potters at Jemez Pueblo to make at 8 p.m. titled "Group f/1.4: Connativity scenes. All of the clay and trast and Resolution in Ethnographic
paint materials she uses arc collected Photography." Vernon Salvador,
in the Jemez area and prepared in exhibit photographer for the current
Maxwell main gallery exhibit,
traditional ways.
Toya specializes in clown figures "Festas Acoreanas," will discuss
and kiva sets and also does contem- decision making and the process of
porary sculpture. She received train- developing a photographic exhibiing at the Institute of American Iridi- tion.
Maxwell Museum is located just
an Arts in Santa Fe, then returned to
Jemez Pueblo as a potter and off University Boulevard, one block
north of Grand Avenue. Metered
teacher.
"Nativity scenes are a relatively parking spaces arc available adjanew form in pueblo pottery,'' Bahm cent to the museum during the week.
said. •'In the early l 960s only three Weekend parking is free. The
or four pueblo potters occasionally museum's hours arc 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
made nativities. But in recent years, weekdays, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturpueblo clay nativity scenes have be- days, and 1 to 5 p.m. Sundays.

.
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Sports
Lobo basketball team adds two aircraft carriers

Orchestra celebrates fall
Thll Orchestra of Santa Fe's
F;11l Concert, to be presented the
weekend of Nov. 13 in Sweeney
Center, could be billed as a double birthday celebration.
"Haydn And Stravinsky Remembered" jointly commemorates the 250th anniversary of the
birth of Austrian composer Franz
Josef Haydn and the I OOth birthday of Russian-American Igor
Stravinsky.
In hooorofHaydn, the orchestra will perform the composer's
"Symphony No. 102 in B flat
major." Written in 1794-95 during Haydn':; second London
visit, the "Symphony No. 2" is
the ninth of the Austrian's
famous "London" or "Solo-

man" Symphonies.
Strav1nsky composed the
"Concerto in E flat major" or
"Dum barton Oa'ks" in 1938,
early in his new life in his
adopted America.
Completing the orchestra's fall
concert program is Richard
Strauss' "Divertimento, Opus
86." Subtitled "After Cooperin,'' this seldom pe.rformed piece
is in the baroque style.
Tickets for both the 8:00p.m.
concert on Saturday, Nov. 13,
and the 3:00 p.m. Sunday performance are available at the
orchestra's box office on the
mezzanine of La Fonda in Santa
Fe or by calling the orchestra at
988-4640.

ASUNM Film Committee presents
Thursday/Friday's Feature

Last Tango in Paris
7:00, 9:30

DIANE KRAMER

SUB Theatre • SUB/Lower Level/South Entl'llnce
Undergraduate• $2.00 Ql'llduatea!Non·atuclents $2.10

DESIGNS explained by their creator, Bob Walters

Architects display art
Walters, who was a painter before
becoming an architect, .takes a
painterly approach to design. Influ"Architecture as Idea," the first enced by the French architect Le
show of its kind to be presented at Corbusier and Dutch painter Piete
the UNM Fine Art Museum, serves
to define architecture as an art rather
than a science. These sketches, studies, and finished drawings hang as "Design gives elements their
paintings on the museum wall and shape, taking from them
make statements about texture, col- their existence in the mind to
or and contrast in addition to being
their tangible presence•.. .ln
conceptual and workable architectuarchitecture, (design) charral designs.
acterizes
a harmony of
"The whole architectural process
is one of diminishing," said spaces good for a certain
architecture Professor Robert Wal· activity."
ters. "The architect starts with a
-Louis Kahn
very rich idea and then proceeds to
break that richness down to its
necessary elements."
Walters, who has some of his own Mondrian, Walters uses diagramatic
work hanging in this show, also said drawings and bold colors to express
that the show revived a "classical his building concepts.
exchange" between architects and
The first impulse ofthe architects'
other artists in the University.
creative process is exemplified in a
"Art historians, studio painters line drawing by Antoine Predock.
and sculptors have all expressed an The lines, which appear as mere
interest jn this exhibit," Walters squiggles, mark the creator's
''working-out process" as he deals
said.
By John Kraemer
and Eddie Tafoya

Vodka and
La Paz Margarita
Mix make a
great Russian
Margarita.

with the relationship of building
parts to their environment.
"The purpose of these drawings
is so that the architect can perceive
the third and fourth dimensions in a
two-dimensional format,'' Walters
said.
One of the most-finished piece in
the exhibit, George Pearl's "La
Puerta Complex" employs threepoint perspective and bold colors to
make a make a graceful and agile
cityscape statement. This building is
indictative of the work for which
Pearl has come to be known.
Hal Dean's plans and renderings
for Zimmerman Library, along with
his other displayed works, show
how his influence added a vernacular vocabulary to large scale urban
architecture of the Southwest.
Bart Prince's futuristic curving
and pointed buildings have remnants
of oriental architecture, and his colored-pencil renderings take the
viewer to a Tolkien land.
The show runs until December
30.

Governor designates 11 KUNM Day"
Friday, Nov. 26, has been proc!aimed "KUNM Day" in New
Mexico by Gov. Bruce King, and
beginning at 5 p.m. that day and
running through midnight Saturday,
Dee. 4, KUNM-FM 90.1 will be
conducting its on-air fundraiser ..;
"Put your money where your earS'
arc" is its theme.

RALLY FOR WILDERNESS
A local energy company has taken itself to reformulate
America's Wilderness Policy ... to exploit James Watt's
disdain towards the Environmental Movement. By drilling illegally in New Mexico's Salt Creek Wilderness, Yate
Oil Company hopes to bully the Interior Department into
relaxing Wilderness Protection.

Saturday, Nov. 13, l:OOp.m. We will convene 8 miles
North of Roswell on Highway 285 to hike to the drill rig
and protest this defiant abuse of YOUR WILDERNESS
SYSTEM.
Call 848-2672 for advance information
or transportation needs.
Sponsored hy EARTft FII{ST.
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throughout the week of Nov. 26
through Dec. 4. According to
KUNM's fundraiser coordinator,
Deborah Nason, ''KUNM is gaining
a public image by conducting fundraising events on locations around
Albuquerque and Santa Fe.''

Two shows need actors

The fundraiser will be kicked off
Friday evening With a benefit dance,
The Albuquerque Little Theatre
featuring Bunny Lion, at the old air· and Classics Theatre Company
port terminal at 8 p.m. Tickets wiU announced auditions for shows upsell for $3 at the door, Additional coming in January and February.
events are planned for Saturday,
John L. Gardner, Classics ComNov. 27, in Albuquerque and for pany executive director, will hold
Sunday, Nov. 28, in Santa Fe.
open tryouts for CTC's February
1983 production of William
KUNM has the unique distinction Shakespeare's "The Tragedy of
of being the only National Public King Lear" on Sunday, Nov. 21, at
Radio station in northern New Mex- 2 p.m. in the downstairs lounge of
ico and offers programming that is UNM's Popejoy HaiL Because of
unavailable elsewhere in the Albu- the size of the title role, it has been
quereque/Santa Fe/Los Alamos/ necessary to pre-cast the part of
Taos area. As a National Public Lear. All other roles are open, ReRadio affiliate, KUNM broadcasts hearsals will begin after Thanksgiv·
nationally acclaimed news programs ing and there will be a two-week
and informational programs in addi· break in rehearsals at Christmas.
tion to blucs,jazz, classical, reggae, Anyone interested in working on or

ENVIRONMENTALISTS •.•

'

ethnic folk, black gospel, Spanish
language and children's programming.
By serving the community with a
wide variety of high quality programming, KUNM is in tum seeking
community funding and support

offstage is urged to come to tryouts.
The Albuquerque Little Theatre
will hold auditions for '• Absurd Person Singular'; on Nov. 19 at 7 p.m.
and Nov. 20 and 21 at 2 p.m. A
comedy by Alan Ayckboum, this
play visits three couples in three
different kitchens on three separate
Christmas eves. Roles are available
for three men and three women between the ages of 30 and 50. For
more information, please call 242·
4750.
Actors interested in ''King Lear''
with the Classics Company can call
898-3963 for more information.
Those interested in "Absurd Person Singular'' can call the Little
Theatre at 242-4750.

As expected, the University of average. "The social life seemed
New Mexico men's. basketball team exciting, and the Pit ... wow! It's Albuquerque made me feel like I
has signed a junior college forward something else. And the people in was Jiving at home."
Merritt averaged 12 points and I 0
and a high school center to play during tile fall of 1983.
But not necessarily expected, two
more prospective recruits are coming here to see the UNM-Windsor
exhibition game this weekend.
Assistant basketball coach Bob
Lamphier confirmed that Larry
Markland, a 6-foot-6, 190 pound
forward and L.D. Williams, a 6foot-10, 240 pound center, will visit
the campus Saturday. Markland
now attends Evander Childs High
School in Bronx, New York, while
Williams attends Newberry Free
Academy in upstate New York.
"I think one of the reasons we
have signed two players already and
have more coming for visits is University Arena," said Lamphier.
"Some of the recruits have seen it,
and others have just heard about it. I
hope to see it filled Saturday night,
because that may have as much .influence on whether Larry and L.D.
sign with us or with someone else.''
Richard Merritt, a 6-foot- 10, 220pound senior at Calvin Coolidge
High School in Washington, D.C.,
and Carlos Peredo, a 6-foot-8, 190pound forward now playing at Laredo Junior College, signed letters of
intent with the Lobos Wednesday.
Merritt, named by Street and
Smith Magazine as one of the top
five players in the D.C. area, said he
chose UNM over Oregon State Uni\'crsi ty, Boston College, Rutgers
and Virginia Commonwealth for
several reasons. "The players who
Joe Cavaretta
are already there, the coaches and
HARD
DRIVES
like
this
one
by
Lobo
Craig
Allison
will
be in
the whole atmosphere convinced me
at
the
Pit
starting
Saturday
when
the
team
takes
season
again
to come to UNM," said Merritt,
who has close to a 3.0 grade-point- on the University of Windsor(Ontario}.

rebounds per game as a junior last
year, and averaged 12 points and 15
rebounds per game while playing in
two summer leagues.
"Although some may question
his scoring statistics, Richard plays
in one of the best basketball areas in
the country against very tough competition,'' said Larry Shyatt, the
assistant coach who recruited Merritt. "Richard is the type of player
who will do what a coach asks him to
so he can help the team. His high
school coach, Frank Williams, has
done an outstanding job at developing his rebounding skills. It could be

Richard's bread and butter in the future."
Pereda, one of the top players on
the Mexican National Team last
year, is currently attending school at
Laredo Junior College. Pcrcdo, who
is from Guadalajara, Mexico, will
be a sophomore when he begins
classes here next fall.
Lamphier said Percdo will work
on "fitting into our system and
building up his body strength. I
think when he gets on our weight
program, he will be able to build up
his strength and weight."

Lobo tracksters hope to
follow Miners to finish
Although they have little chance
of unseating nine-time defending
champion Texas-EI Paso, the Lobo
men's cross country team is hoping
to finish second in the Region 7
Western Athletic Conference meet
Friday in order to qualify for the
National Collegiate Athletic Association finals later this month.
The Lobos take a 47-5 mark into
the meet, where they will probably
battle Brigham Young University
for the second place spot, "We are
healthy and our fate now rests with
the team's desire to gain a berth into
'the national championships,'' said
UNM coach Del Hessel. "I think we
can beat out Brigham Young for a
bid in the NCAA."
The UNM team includes junior
Ibrahim Kivina, who has posted a
best time of 29:20 this year; junior
Ibrahim Hussein (30:03); freshman

Alain Boucher (30:04); sophomore
Richie Martinez (30:31); junior Jeff
Turcotte (30:36); junior Eric Raja!
(31 :02); junior Alan Jankunas
(31: 12); and freshman Marty Labrado (31:17).
"The exciting thing about our
team is that nobody graduates,"
Hessel said. "I hope our team can
qualify for the NCAAs, but it is also
important that we learn to handle the
pressure and keep improving at the
same time."
UTEP is the defending District 7
champion and has won all five of the
previous district meets. The Miners
have also won six of the last seven
NCAA national titles, including
four in a row. The last time UTEP
lost a NCAA meet was 1977, when
they finished second to.the University of Oregon.
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ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE .
PROGRAMMING SURVEY FORM

The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE is a student service organization, which
seeks to fulfill entertainment. educational and cultural functions by offering a
variety of film programming at affordable prices. The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE is dedicated to providing an alternative and supplement to commercial
movie theatre fare in Albuquerque. The FILM COMMITIEE is a studentmanaged and student-staffed ASUNM Executive Committee. operating under
the auspices of the ASUNM President. The FILM COMMITTEE rents use of
lhe SUB Theatre facilities from the SUB Business Office for a fee ranging from
$25 to $60 per night (depending on ticket revenues). FILM COMMITTEE
operations are funned primarily by net revenues from ticket sales. In addition.
the FILM COMMITTEE receives an annual allocation from ASUNM which
partially subsidizes advertising. theatre rental and labor costs. and guest
speakers' fees.
Please support the ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE and participate in the
selection of films for next semester... Fill out ann mturn this survey form·
the ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE is programmrnq FOR YOU 1

.

r undergraduate

; graduate
· other

1faculty staff

1

e"Ntsl

I

Please check off whether you would like to see MORE. A SIMILAR AMOUNT.
OR LESS of the following categories of films during the spring semester:
A SIMILAR
AMOUNT

MORE
Recently released feature films-American
Recently released feature films-Foreign
Classic feature films-American
Classic feature films-Foreign
Silent Era films (1920's)
Musicals
Comedy filtns
Horror films
Science fiction films
Early experimental (i.e. "avant-garde") films
Recent experimental films
Experimental animation
Documentaries

r-1

ll
[ 1

rI

[ 1
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I
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1
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I 1
[ 1
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1

[ 1
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I 1

LESS

["]
r1

fl
f '1

n
n

r·-1
f 1
r1

rl
rl

r1

r1

Suggested film genres. film directors. ,HHl film II liP<;
Major or Dept.
-How often do you attend films at the SUB thentro')
I 1at least once a week
1 'at least once a monlh
1 l at least once a semester
r l never
The requested allocations for FILMCOMMITTEE guest speakers honorar·
iums was not approved in the 1982-83 ASUNM budget. For the past decade,
the FILM COMMITTEE has brought guest filmmakers film scholars to the ·
campus for speaking engagements in conjunction w.ith film screenings. These
film forums have provided students with a more m-depth exposure to the
filmmaking process: to film theory. techniques. and financing.
Do you think the FILM COMMITTEE should receive the necessary ASUNM
funding to continue its guest speakers program?

Yes [ l

No 11

Comments

. .

.. .

I

. .

.

.

(Please feel free to continue on second sheet 1
Suggestions for improving SUB THEATRE operations:
~~. · -· ·---····~·-- ·

-------·--· · · ~~--- -~

~------~----.. -

Please mail or drop off completed survey forms:
ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Phone: 277-5608
Rm. 235-A. New Mexico Union (SUB)
Attn: Kevin Breen
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Another Great Offer From

Sports

P.utt•PuttGoll U Gamn® ~ _....:.._·------------------------

---------~-------~--------1

I
I
I

I

UNM Student Special!

By Dan O'Shea

Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
I
1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE!
1
I

I

limit one coupon per per:;on per d"Y·
Expi~es 11-17-82

1

-------------------------..-·

9801 Lomas NE 296·4242

Women have big programs,
but not big enough budget

1

5100 San Mateo NE 881·9866

TWENTY FINGERS: The combined effort of UNM's Terri Nielson (left} and Linda Archuleta is
not enough to block fast-moving spike. The UNM Volleyball Team will host NMSU Friday
night at the Pit.

Volleyballers to host NMSU
6-2 and possibly receive an NCAA

By Dan O'Shea
The UNM women's volleyball
team hosts arch-rival New Mexico
St\lte University in a High Country
Athletic Conference match at 7:30
p.m. Friday in University Arena.
"I.t's so hard to predict what will
happen with my team this year,"
said head coach Mike Hebert. T,he
Lobos have won two of five matches
with the Aggies this season, and
have an overall record of 19-19,
fourth in the conference.
"We have lost three conference
matches by very close scores. Instead of a 3-4 record, we could be

berth," Hebert said.
The Lobos are having an "off
year" after last season's success.
"It's strange because three years
ago we were building the program.
It's a good sign that people are
asking us what's wrong," Hebert
said, referring to the vast improvement in the team over the last three
seasons,
The big difference between last
year and this year, Hebert said, is
that the team isn't winning the close
matches they previously had.

Last week, UNM played in what
Hebert called, •'the most prestigious
tournament in the country," the
UCLA Invitational. The Lobos lost
to: top-ranked San Diego State (615, 8-15); third ranked Pacific (415, 8-15); tenth ranked University of
California at Santa Barbara (9-15,
16-14, 9-15); and sixteenth ranked
Texas A&M (14-16, 14-16). UNM
defeated Oregon (15-4, 15-5) and
earlier in the week lost to Pepperdine
University (4-15, 12-15, 14-15).
"In spite of injuries, we've got
the potential to play with top
teams," Hebert said.

UNM ski teams'"prepare
big weekend for ski buffs
The UNM ski team prepares for
snow this week and will make the
transition from their dry land training program this coming weekend.
The alpine team will be at Red River
Ski Area while the cross country
team will ski at Cumbres Pass near
Chama for their maiden on-snow
sessions this season.
The UNM ski team and Mountains and Rivers will present their
third annual Ski Film Fest and ••Ask
an Expert" workshop this weekend.
The agenda includes a film night at
7:30 p.m. in Woodward Hall. The
films shown will include tha latest
techniques and topics of interest for
all cross country enthusiasts. Following the films, UNM Coach
Klaus Weber, John Vitale of the
Sandia Peak Ski School, and Brian
Shields of Angel Fire Ski Area, will

make short presentations on the
sport of cross country. There will be
a $2 charge with the proceeds going
to UNM's ski teams.
Willette Senter will speak at 9
a.m. Saturday on "Nutrition for
Skiing" at Mountains and Rivers,
2320 Central Ave. NE. Weber will
present information concerning
waxing tips and training, and will
present a demonstration of the roller
ski technique. The fee for the session is $5.
Snow ski instruction and wrap up
the three-day program will occur
Sunday. Starting at !Oa..m., at a site
to be arranged, the UNM ski team
and coaches wHI provide assistance
and advice with the opportunity for
all those in attendance to work on
their ski technique. There will be a
$15 charge for the final session.

Of the 18 colleges in R~;:gion 7,
UNM, Colorado College and the the
University of Northern Colorado
have the highest number of varsity
sports for women. UNM has an enrollment of 23,000 while Northern
Colorado has 11 ,000 students and
Colorado College has 1,800.
UNM Director of Women's
Athletics, Linda Estes said that
although UNM has ten varsity sports
for women, the program "is definitely not" one of the top in the
west. Brigham Young University,
the University of Utah and the University of Wyoming are all doing
more to support their women's
athletic programs, Estes said,
"We need a considerable increase
in the women's budget,'' particularly for scholarships, coaches salaries
and travel funds, Estes said.
"UNM's women's athletic program is not above others financially.
It's an unfounded rumor often circulated by men's athletics,'' Estes
said. Three years ago, she said, the
women's program started with more
money.
"We just haven't kept pace.
Good women's programs have
budgets over $1 million," said
Estes. She cited programs at
Brigham Young University, Arizona State University and the University of Southern California as
good examples.
Federal regulations require that
all scholarships (financial assistance) should be available on a substantially proportional basis to the
number of participants in the athletic
program. For example, 30 percent
of the scholarship money should aid
women's athletes since 30 percent of
the athletes are women. Estes said
that the amount of the athletic
budget for women's athletic scho·
larships is "not even 25 percent.''
Estes said coaches salaries are
"not comparable at any level."
UNM has full-time coaches for
women's basketball, volleyball,
track and softball. Other coaches
teach classes besides coaching.
"I've been told that men's basketball is in the top five in the nation as
far as the budget. Why can't
women's basketball be funded that
well" she asked.
An increase in travel funds would
also help said Estes, who feels there
is no equity. An example she gave
was the women's basketball team
traveling by bus for road games
while the men's team usually
doesn't.
"It meant the men athletes were
saying, 'We want to protect what
we've got, while we've got it,'"
Estes said.
This season UNM women joined
the High Country Athletic Conference with New Mexico State University, Brigham Young, the University of Utah, Colorado State Uni-
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second and third place finishers in
each age category, both men and
women, UNM and non-UNM divisions.
Dance for Heart will also be held
on Nov. 20. This dance marathon,
featuring many of the dance exercise
programs in Albuquerque, will be
from 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Pledge sheets can be obtained from
the lntramurals Office. For more in·
formation, call 277-5151.

Conceptions Southwest
UNM's fine arts/literary publication

1982 issue on sale now

$4

S.U.B. 24-D

they're interested in joining the
HCAC. Utah State and UTEP both
have shown interest, said Estes, A
unaminous vote by conference
members would be required for new
schools to join.
Estes says the future of UNM's
program and women's programs in
general are getting better. "State
and Federal law demand it,'' she
said. The Equal Rights Ammend·
ment to the New Mexico Constitution and Title IX laws are helping,
Estes said,
UNM's women's teams have
done pretty well despite the low
funding they've rccieved. The UNM
volleyball team went to nationals
last year, and the Lobo golfers were
ranked number one until the NCAA
tournament last year.

Dr. Milan Slavik MD. PHd.
of the Cancer Research &
Treatment Center.
speaking on
11

The Current Understanding
& Treatment of Cancer"
Thursday Nov. 11, 7:00pm
Education Bldg. Rm. 101
Public is Welcome!
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Before We Put You In Char1e Of The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,
We Put You Through The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Trainin1.
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It takes more than 16
that most of the men
who operate the
months of intensive
reactors in private
training to become a
fully qualified officer in
industry started in the
Nuclear Navy.)
the Nuclear Navy. You
It takes more time
begin with four months
and more effort to
of leadership training.
become an officer in the
Then as a Navy officer
Nuclear Navy. But the
you get a full year of
rewards are greater, too.
graduate-level training \\...~~-='
unavailable anywhere else any
rewards can begin as early as
Navy training is based on more than your junior year in college. Qualify, and
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right
the Navy will pay you approximately
now the Navy operates over half the
$1000/month while you finish school.
nuclear reactors in America, And the
After four years, with regular.
promotions and salary increases, you can
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most
be earning as much as $37,400. That's on
sophisticated in the world. That's why
your Navy training is and must be the
top of a benefits package that includes
most sophisticated in the world.
medical and dental care, and 30 days'
vacation earned every year. More
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy,
responsibility, more money, more future.
you have decision-making authority
immediately. You get important manage· So, if you're majoring in math,
engineering or the
ment responsibility
=V~~;;:;U-;:;;T-;-----;-;;;,
physical sciences, and
fast. Because in the
CENTER
I
you
want to know more
Navy, as your knowl- I INFORMATION
P.O. Box 5000. Clifton, NJ 07015
edge grows, so does
J 0 Please send me more information about
J about a future in
becoming an offitt!rin the Nuclear Navy,
(0NI I
nuclear power, fill in
your responsibility.
I Name•----=,..--=::=--n=,--....-:::..--Firat
IPJC!a~U! Print!
Last
I
the coupon.
Your training and
1
Add,..so
Apt, ~--Today's Nuclear
experience place you
1 City
State
Zip__ I
Navy is an opportunity
among the country's
I Agoc.__ _ tCotlege/Univerility•----- I like no other in the
most qualified profes;Ycarln Cotto
tGPA _ _ __
sionals. (No surprise
I . , A . M a j a r / M i n o r ' - - - - - · - - - - - - - I world.

1 Phone Numbet

IL

tArn CodCI

Best T1me

ttl

CNI

This is for gl'!neorai recruiinH.! nt inforn'uttitJti. Yo.u do_ not hn'll'
..·to
furnish any or lh~ Information J'l'(i\IC!Stcd, Of e.:~urse, the hlOrl! Wl'
know,_thc more.wl:! can hC!Ip to dcwrmlnc the! kind!! of Navy post..
tiona for which you qualify.
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Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
OJ) EN
Mon. • Fri. 8:00 • 5:00
Saturday 10:00 • 5:00
Student ID must be
presented for discount
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lntramurals to offer turkey trot
Intramurals and Campus Recrea·
tion are planning two exciting activities to be held Nov. 20. The Sixth
Annual Turkey Trot will begin at lO
a.m. at the UNM North Golf
Course, The registration deadline
for this three-mile run is 5 p.m.,
Nov. 19. Entryfees are $4 with reg·
istration or $5 the day of the rtm. The
first 255 people who enter will re·
ceive a Turkey Trot !-shirt, and
prizes will be awarded to the first,

versity and Wyoming. Estes is president of the conference.
"I'd like to see the conference
expand,'' Estes s~id. By belonging
to the conference, the basketball,
volleyball and softball teams automatically qualify for the NCAA
c~ampionship tournament by winnmg the conference. Estes said belonging to the conference also
makes scheduling easier.
The Universityof Texas-E) Paso,
despite having one of the higher enrollments in the region (17,000), has
only four varsity sports for women,
the lowest in the region.
"They have put out just what's
needed," Estes said of UTEP's
program. She has written to UTEP
along with the University of Colorado and Utah State University to see if

PREMEDICAl~OFESSIONS
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277~6565 ~~!.
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New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Rates:
17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.

Deadline:
1:00 _p. In. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Marron Hall Room 131
(lwtw('C'n biology ami journalism buildings)

Open 8:0U a.m. to 5;00 p.m.
Monday through Friday

---·--·--- -------~----~----------------__,)

Classified Ads
Get the Job Done
COME TO BOGARTS tonight for to-cent Miller
I Jill
High Life Draft from 7 to 10 p.m.

1. Personals

2. Lost & Found

z•:LnA- YOU'RE TilE best thing that could
happen on thl$ side of paradise (but il was In the
cards). - Scott.
II/II
1\ULJ.ER GIRLS, CAN'T walt to see you at Dognrts
Thursday and m the football game Saturday. f.F.
IIIII
0\'ERWEIGIIT? NEED 40 overweight people for an
all natural weight colllrol program. Caii2SS-9866.

LOST: WITTNAUER GOLD watch. Reward, call
Theresa 345-6362.
11112
LOST DOBERMAN. REWARD. Black female, 7
years. Lost October, 255-1511 or2S5·1696.
I 1/12
I.OST BOOK BAG, white and brown, contains
Spanish text, dictionary, English text, notebooks,
tape recorder. Notcbook.'s notes badly needed. Please
return to Campus Police or 131 Marron Hall. 11/12
LOST: RED BEADED key chain at Johnson Field.
Please return, 842·8673.
I 1111
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. dally.
tfn

11115
TIIANK YOU SAINT Jude,
I 1/15
UNM BOOKSTORE SALE now in progress.
Restocked dully!.
JJ/11
Tin: 1\fiU:D BAC;J While quantities last, half price
sale on Jordan Almonds and Gourmet Jelly Beans,
reg. $3.90/lb, now $2/lb. Check us out at 121 Yale
11112
SE, '> blk south of Central.
tn:AR }'RU:ND, TIIOREAU is great, but let's talk.
T.M.
JJ/12
w•; Wll.L REPAIR your parka, sleeping bag, pack
or lent. Our work is guaranteed, our prices
rea!onnble. Mountains and Rlv~rs, 2320 Central SE.
I 1115
268·4876.
I'REGNANCY n:STING & counseling, Phone 247•
9819.
tfn
UEGREE IS ACCOUNTING, Business or
Economics? l'cqce Corps needs you for Accounting
nnd Agricultural/Economics positions. Call 277•
2961.
11/12
N~:EDED: INFORMATION ABOUT students who
think they have been discriminated against. Entirely
confidential. Please call Ramonaat277·5374. ll/17
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
(rames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65,00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
GURDIEFF·OUSPENSKY
STUDY
group.
Accepting students, 281-2401.
11/12
ADOPTION IS AN option for untimely pregnancy.
266-5837.
11/22
TRANSLATING- INTERP'RETING.
MULUUNGUAL sevices. Legal, medical, technical,
personal. 255-3345.
I fill
PF.ACE CORPS TRAINS persons with a college
degree and at least eight hours in Biology or
Chemistry to work in Fisheries. Additional in·
formatlon:271·296t.
11/12
AU. EATING/WEIGHT
problems
treated.
Individual/group therapy, Sliding scale. No fee
information Interview: Dr. Lawrence Goodlive, 2561553.
11115

3. Services
STOP SMOKING WITIIOUT climbing the walls.
Start Monday, be a nonsmoker Friday. Money back
guaramee. The Last Match. 266-7066.
I l/18
REASONABLE/PROFESSIONAL
TYPING.
Expertise Includes business overflow typing,
manuscripts, term papers, dissertations, thesis. IBM
Selectric IJI. 299•6256 or 299·2676.
I Ill 5
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English/editor. Vast
experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available, 256-0916.
I 1/16
BABYSITTING FULLTIME FOR infant.
l\lom/R.N. Central-Eubank. 294-3390.
I 1/12
TYPING - CALL AFTER five, Monday-Friday.
Anytime weekends. Notary Public. 883-8716. II /12
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rcmals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265-3315.
tfn
TYPIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242-3093,
11/30
VIctORIA'S WORD SllfiTIIY: Word processing,
typing. Fast, reliable, reasonable rates. Call Vickie
II/IS
anytime. 821-4812.
TYPING. DIANNE 1181·3542.
ll/22
%4 HOUR TYPING service near UNM, Call 247·
3519.
12113
VERY_ BEST TYPING: term paper~, manuscripts,
research, also tutoring. Reasonable, 296-1794. It 112
TYPERIGHT- PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
service. 265-5203.
ll/11
24110UR TYPING, Jean 881-0628.
I 1/22
QUALITY TYPING, LOMAS- Tramway arel!. 85
cents/page, 299-1355,
12/13
ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL TYPING and other
secretarial services. CaiiTHEOTHEROFFiCE: 8846564.
12/13

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Fast,
lr.expensive, pleasing. Lowest prices in town! Two ror
S5, Four for $7. Near UNM.Come to 123 Wellesley
S. E., Corner Silver, or cali26S·I323.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, stcrllltation, abortion, Right To Choose,
294·0171.
trn
CONTACfS·POLJSHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
t(n

I
I

..

127 Harvard SE
,~ • •· ., ClniNI

bumpersllcker $2, 3/$5. Southwest Specialties, 1901
Eubank NE, Drawer 222·B, Albuquerque, New
Mexlco87112,
11/17
TWO DAY SALE. Wholesale prices to UNM
students. Wakman and other type stereo equipment.
Thurs., IJIII and Friday, !1112. SUB 1st floor by
the Mercado,
I 1112
1981 SUZUKI GN400TX. Excellent transportation
for school. Only 4000 miles, Book value$ I 300, yours
to steal for$1100. 897-0298.
11/11
BICYCLE, WOMEN'S RALEIGH !()-speed. Good
condition, 898-5342.
JJ/17

TYPING., .WITH ELF.cTRICITY and style. Call
11/17
Jim, 873·22$7, between 6 p.tn. and 8 a.m.

6. Employment

4. Housing
LARm; FURN APT on campus. Parking, Single
S22(l, Couple $230. Utilities paid, Call after 5 p.m.
242·6954.
11/12
'JWO BEDROOM, UNFURNISIIED, 545 Alvardo
SE, $230 plus utilities, $1 SO deposit, clean, carpeted,
265·4254.
I 1/18
··oR RENT: EFHCIENC\' apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E •• $200/rno., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, SJ2S security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266·8392.
tfn
TilE CITAilEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown • .I.! us service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
INTERF.ST RATES MA \' fall even more, Are you
interested in buying a home or Investment? Call
Susan Beard, the UNM area specialist, 256-3814, or
at Walker-Hinkle Realty 268-4551.
11/11
FOR RENT: ONE bdrm apartment, one block from
UNM, $180/mo. 247·2502.
I Ill I
STUDIO APARTMENT, NEW, separate, quiet,
$200 month plus deposit. Also, bedroom main house,
waterbed, Share groceries, kitchen privileges, SI2S.
Twenty minute walk to campus. Call266-541 I. 11/12
HOUSE FOR SALE. Low down payment, JO.S%
assumable mortgage, near UNM, beautiful neigh·
borhood. 266·6166.
I 1112
ONE DR $230. Studio $200 furnished and utilities
paid. 1218 Copper NE. Three blocks lo UNM 8426170.
11/17
FOR RENT: SMALL one bedroom apartment 3
blocks from UNM. Vz block from TVI. $130/mo.
Call afiet·6 p.m. 242-1842.
11/12
}'OR SALE BY owntr. $69,000, II. 7511/o assumable
mortgage. Walk 10 UNM. Three bdrm, I Vz baths.
1400 sq fl. Open House Sunday 2-5 p.m. 604
Wellesley NE 268-6528.
11112
APARTMENT FUR!IIISHED $180/mo., Un·
furnished $165/mo. near UNM·TVJ. Call 242-7721
or 242-708 J.
11 I 17

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
COURT tOST ADDITIONAl
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGAtiON
fOR INITIAL CONSULTATION
Wl'Stern Bdn~ llldg./ 242-1602
J r AQPlJTH

SPECIAL PRICES ON all Mountain Bikes and
Centurion Clic tO-speeds Tuesday through Saturday.
Harvard Bike HOuse 255-8808.
11117
YAMAIIA STEREO RECEIVER Cr-2020 220 watts,
Two Yomaha NS· I000 speakers $850. 881·1668. II I I I
SCALEO..IIAUS dial-a-gram, $65. 266·5082. 11/15
'74 VW SPORTSCAMPER van, pop-lop sleeper,
rebuilt engine, radial snow tires, AM·FM, B·trock,
$1600 firm. Call268-5686.
11/12
NEED MONEY. 1963 VW Bug $1000, AU new parts
on new 1600 cc engine. New Jnterior, paint, snow
tires. Call277·5076.
11/12
SALE: MARC'S GUITAR Center. Free tuner
($99.50 value) with all Ibanez guitars. ISII/o of( all
Ovation guitars. 143 Harvard SE.
11/IZ
IBM CORRECTING SELEctRIC II, brand new jn
box, $890.292-6467 (mornings), 296-3415 (evenings).
JJ/23
1980 VOLKSWAGEN PICKUP, custom shell, AC,
extras. 242-7931.
Jl/12
X-C SKIS: 2 pr. wood w/silveretta bindings. 205 em,
used once, $60, 190 em mountaineering, used 5x, $65,
296-4969,
I 1112
HP34C, EXCELLENT CONDITION. $75. 2663685.
I 1/12
BICYCLE SALE: PUCHS and Bertins on sale. Prices
from 5129. R.C. Hallett's, 300 YnlcSE, across from
Circle K. 268·5697.
ll/12
CRAFTSMAN CHAINSAW 5329, new, Used five
timesSI80,2SS-9037.
ll/IS
DESSELER 23C ENLARGER with SO mm Nikon
lens. Assorted trays, etc. 266-0022 or 831·1624. II/IS
WHEELS 27"XI" clincher's specialized, Weinmann,
cycle pro., excellent condition, 5100.266-5082. I 1115
ATARJ SET, EXTRAS, adult use only. 1975 Honda
car, one owner, 1980 Chevy Malibu wagon, extras.
RCA 23" color television combination. Call 2961953,
11/11
"REAGANOMICS IS TROJAN Horsesh•t"

~

THE CATS

M.£0111

SElQNDHAND CLOrHES

NEW & 1/J'lD
for ill• FAMILY

HARRY'S PLACE
Central at Vale

St. Pauli Beer
& a PASTRAMI PUB
sandwich
ONLY $1.99
a $3.00 value

IANDa!Al {, 11110<' l4Tfl
lf<Al CliNK

must be 21
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or older
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PART·TIM£ JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nigh\s. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
11/23
OVERSEAS
JOBS - SUMMEU/year
round.
Europe, S. Amer., _Australi", Asia. All fields, $5()().
$1200 monthly. Sightseeing, Free Info. Write IJC,
Box 52-NMJ, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625,
I 1124
NEEDED: MATURE, FEMALE college student to
make phone calls and perform light office duties.
Flexible evening hours, Approximately 4·6 hours
weekly. Call 292-0511 - Robert. Leave message if
not in.
I 1/12
DO YOU HAVE your afternoons and weekends
open? Immediate opening for sales help. Sales ex·
perience and dependability are neces.~ary. Apply
between I I a.m. and 4 p.m., Mon through Friday at
the Stained Glass Co. of New Mexico, 6301 Menaul
11/12
NE.
I NEED 30 ambitious people to manage and sell
health products. Will train fully. Earn $10-$20 per
hour. Call 255-9866.
I 1/15
SOPIIOMORES, JUNIORS: TilE Marine Corps
Officer Selection Team will be on campus this week to
administer the Aviation Selection Test. Call 766-2816
If interested. 20/20 eyesightlsrequir~d.
II/IS

7. Travel

8. MisceUaneous
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE OFFERS room and
board in exchange for transportation for children,
babysiftlng and some meal preparation. 243-2635
after6p.m.
11/18
TRADE IN YOUR old gear for new gear at
Mountains and Rivers. Bring us your used sleeping
bags, backpacks, tents, xc skiis for trl\de in credit.
(We can only consider clean, high quality gear, and
sorry, no footwear.) Mountains and Rivers, 2320
Central SE, 268·4876.
11/15
BALLOONS BALLOONS, GIVE that someone
special a "big lift," Balloon Bouquets for all occasions - Birthday, Anniversary, Get Well, New
Baby, or "just because I love you," City-wide
11/22
delivery, many costumes. 298-5411.
BE FASHIONABLE, WEAR Hospital Greens! $6
each or $10/set. Hurry, only a few left. Leave name
and number at 821-5436.
11/12
WANTED: TICKETS FOR 1983 NCAA Basketball
finals. Call Jim Clark after 5!30 p.m. 293-7598. I 1i12

9. Las N oticias
THE PLANETS NOV. 24 old Airport Terminal
Building. 842·1194.
ll/12
LAMPADOS CLUB OF the Omega Psi Phi frat is
having an after-the-game dance In the Cellar. 8:30
p.m. to 1 a.m. $2 per person.
I 1112
CLUB? MEETING? OUGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Notlcias.
tfn

TOP DOG

CHICAGO STYLE HOT DOGS

LOBO SPECIAL
Top Dog
Fries
Drink

only$1.88
Lomea at Yale
Takeout· 842·1192

CHARTER BUSES TO any point, N.M. or U.S.A.
Gray Llne243·S501.
11/ll
FLY TO NEW York for Christmas vacation. $358
round trip, must book by Nov. 17. Call 277·2336
Student Travel Center.
11/16
TRUCK TO CALIFORNIA. Josh 268·9584, Return
after Thanksgiving.
I 1115
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, Adventure, or Ride
Needs in the Dally Lobo.
tfn

5. For Sale

Home of UNM's Favorite
Imported Beer

....-.--------------,
I~- I
I~\
I

1 2 Slices of Cheese Pizza
.. a A Large Soft Drink
$1.65
I
....., ....._

GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles. 21 years teaching,
John Mhchell268-0496.
ll/11
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, WORD processor. 24~5472 after 5 p.m.
11/30
A· I TYPIST n;nM Papers, Resumes 299·8970.
11/30
FU!.L SERVICE TYPING, correcting Selectric. In
by 9 a.m., out by S p.m. 268-0657.
11/12
TYPING·, MEDICAL/SCIENTIFIC terminology,
Papers, lab reports, etc.l\fter6 p.m. 821-4378. 11/19
ltEAD TillS AD - Typist will type term papers of
all kinds. Quality work ala low price. Call821·6916,
.
11130

~

VIDEO GAMES 2 for 25¢

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Boosts
6Sub10 Domiciles:
Abbr.
14 Strength
15 Ocean birds
16 Skein
17 Garden tool
18 Circlet
19 Dear: Jt.
20 Uneasy
22 Marine
activity
24 Opinions
26 Harangues
27 "39.37":
2words
30 Agnus - :
Prayer
31 Parent: Fr.
32 Shrieking
37 Doubly:
Prefix
381n total
40 Tenn. footbaUer
41 Panicked
43- Lisa
44- a boy!
45 Laughed
48 Give in

51 Auriculate
52 Tops: 2
words
54 More shy
58 Biblical land
59 Resbund
61 Dissect
62 Young ones
63 1950 Horse
of the
-'ear
64 ~jabylonlan
hero
65 Handle
66 Explosives
67 Mutineer

SATURDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 US citizen
2 Dwell
3 Scrambled

4 For-being
5 Step
6 Practiced
7 Toledo gold
8 Peak
covering
9 Lily
10 Applaud
11 Pigtail

12 Metal alloy
13 Booties
21 Old pro
23-0f a space
25 Conceal
27 Chooses
28 Salamander
29 Silk source
33 Auto parts
34 Man's name
35 Nary
36 Pleased
38 VIsual
39 Orale, e.g.

42 Hindu
philosophy
43 Referee
46 TofTNT
47 Mood
48 Stone pillar
49 Cavalryman
50 Wampum
53 Bus. Ed.
subj.
55 Colorless
56 A-S serf
57 Actual
60 Sizzling

